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While coaching elementary students,
parents began to recognize the benefits of
Coach D Units style. As a coach, Rizzo
began to create instructional samples for
his players, Darrick provided a sample
DVD for his players to watch during the
off-season. Anyone who simply pops in
the dvd will be encouraged to gain the
heart, determination, and be equipped with
the right defensive technique to shut down
that explosive offensive player! stated
Coach Rizzo
After Darrick had worked
with our children and taught them this
great defensive way to play basketball they
had a renewed confidence. They were now
becoming great defensive players that gave
them an edge over other players that did
not play a defensive game. Stated parent
Wendy Wadsworth
The DVDs high
energy theme song written and rapped by
the coach himself is titled D Em Up as
well. The ultra hip-hop song positively
speaks a message that youth will listen to.
Order the DVD @ www.demup.com
EMAIL: Info@demup.com
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up anywhere on his side of the line of
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